Determine Parts of Speech

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read each sentence and circle the word that tells the correct part of speech for the underlined homograph.

1. The manuscript was too long, so the editor had to reject it. noun / verb
2. The nurse was able to extract the sliver from the boy’s foot. noun / verb
3. The students protest that too much homework is given. noun / verb
4. “I refuse to be drawn into this argument,” Hal said. noun / verb
5. Sam liked to think of himself as a rebel. noun / verb

Write Sentences

**Parent Directions:** Have your child use the following words in sentences as indicated by the parts of speech in the parentheses.

6. subject (verb) ______________________________________________
7. reject (noun) ________________________________________________
8. extract (noun) ________________________________________________
9. insert (verb) _________________________________________________
10. address (noun) _______________________________________________
11. produce (noun) _______________________________________________
12. export (verb) ________________________________________________